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Success! (Comments: 0) Relevant GIFs and images have been captured.Django 12.4.0 Released with
Droplet support, new Deployment App, Object storage support and more The Django team has

released Django 12.4.0 on Monday. Django is a popular open-source web framework that is a Python
alternative to other popular frameworks such as Ruby on Rails and Node. This release contains many

new features and small bug fixes that are being used by developers in many industries. New
Features New Features and Improvements Droplet support Storage systems like AWS S3, Azure Blob

storage, GCP’s cloud storage and many others have proven to be great storage and distribution
options for almost every application. The Django team announced this week that they will be working
on supporting a new storage system called Droplet. You can read more on this in the announcement.
Below is what Droplet provides developers: Storage-as-a-service (SaaS) from Google’s Dataflow to on-

prem and cloud-based compute resources (note: not a full SaaS offering, you can deploy and
manage your own compute infrastructure. No existing compute infrastructure is required) Fine-

grained access control to Google Cloud Storage objects Dataflow API (specifically, the Google Cloud
Storage Java API) A high-scalability API designed for stream processing and batch processing

workloads Support for unique object name prefixes for each project (instead of the system prefix)
Allows storage access through a REST API or gRPC API Performance better than comparable storage
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systems like AWS S3 Object picker for easy storage access, can be used by tools like Google Cloud
Dataflow Reliable, high-scalability, and integrated storage and compute system The key features
Droplet provides to developers are: Developers get to build their own runtime environment – run
your own code and install your own software on top of Droplet compute resources such as Google
Cloud Functions and Google Kubernetes Engine Dataflow supports cloud-agnostic HTTP APIs which

lets developers use their own RESTful APIs directly from a web service In addition to standard
features, Dataflow comes with built-in support for easily persisting data: logging, notifications,

storage, and in-memory computations Built-in support for the latest schema versioning (
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